
Places
Through effective placemaking and long-term placekeeping, 
we transform places while retaining their character to support 
communities and enhance people’s lives.
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We recognise that the places we create and maintain have significant impacts on society. Through effective 
placemaking, we aim to transform the urban areas in which our properties are located into vibrant and 
sustainable communities by balancing the aesthetic, functional, ecological, and cultural impacts of our 
developments. 

Long-term placekeeping involves continuously evolving, maintaining and managing our assets to enhance 
the lives of people who live and work within our developments and the surrounding communities.

Top Material Issues

Local economic development

Local revitalisation

PLACES

The SDGs relevant to initiatives under this Pillar are:

SDG 8
Promoting sustainable 

economic growth, 
employment and decent work 

for all.

SDG 9 
Building resilient infrastructure, 

promoting inclusive and 
sustainable industrialisation 

and fostering innovation.

SDG 11
Making cities and human 

settlements inclusive, safe, 
resilient and sustainable.

Places

Highlights of Our Developments
Community Investment   Liveability Local Economy Connectivity

Community investment/
engagement

Social inclusion

Places Impact Report
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GRI  
102-2, 102-4, 102-6

Highlights of Our Developments 

Places

Hong Kong Mainland China SingaporeMiami, U.S.A.

Citygate
Pacific Place

Taikoo Place

Cityplaza

Hong Kong

Taikoo Place

Home to Swire for over 100 years, the Taikoo Place area 
was transformed from the old Taikoo dockyard and sugar 
refinery into a vibrant commercial centre.

The ongoing redevelopment of Taikoo Place is now 
in its final phase. Phase I was completed in 2018, with 
the completion of One Taikoo Place, a 48-storey high-
performance office tower. Phase II, which will include the 
construction of Two Taikoo Place and 70,000 sq ft of green 
and open space, is now underway and is expected to be completed in 2021 or 2022.

In September 2019, Taikoo Place won second place in the Environmental Stewardship category at the 
International Facility Management Association Asia Pacific Awards of Excellence 2019. At the Hong Kong 
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors Awards, the Taikoo Place management team was recognised 
as Office Team of the Year, and One Taikoo Place received Sustainability Achievement of the Year and 
Construction Project Management Team of the Year awards. One Taikoo Place also won an accolade at the  
Green Building Awards 2019. 

Community Investment   Liveability Local Economy Connectivity
Highlights of Our Developments Places Impact Report
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Places

Cityplaza

Cityplaza is the largest shopping mall on Hong Kong Island. Directly accessible from Tai Koo MTR Station,  
the six-level mall houses more than 170 shops and restaurants, a cinema and an indoor ice rink. 

A restaurant in Cityplaza was the first food and beverage 
(“F&B”) tenant in our Hong Kong developments to 
participate in our Green Kitchen Initiative, achieving a 
rating of two green leaves. 

In the past, we worked with 131 tenants of Cityplaza to trial 
volume-based and weight-based charging approaches 
for waste disposal. We conducted on-site visits and 
provided advice so that collaboratively, participating 
tenants achieved an 18% reduction in total waste and a 
15% increase in the rate of recycling during the six-month  
trial period.

Citygate

Citygate Outlets was expanded in August 2019 to include 
a 474,000 sq ft complex. Directly connected to Tung 
Chung MTR Station and close to Hong Kong International 
Airport and the Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge, this 
development offers both excellent connectivity to 
transportation and a strategic location to explore Hong 
Kong tourist sites.

Hong Kong

Pacific Place

2019 marks the 30th anniversary of Pacific Place. Our 
SD in Action section explores the story of Pacific Place, 
illustrating how our places evolve over time to strengthen 
and enhance communities. This year, Pacific Place won 
the Grand Award in the Existing Buildings, Facilities 
Management category at the Green Building Awards 2019 
in recognition of its continually improving base building 
provisions, tenancy services and extensive energy savings.

Community Investment   Liveability Local Economy Connectivity

GRI  
102-2, 102-4, 102-6

Highlights of Our Developments Places Impact Report
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Hong Kong Mainland China Singapore

Highlights of Our Developments 

Places

Miami, U.S.A.

Beijing

Shanghai
Chengdu

Guangzhou 

Mainland China

Taikoo Li Sanlitun, Beijing

Taikoo Li Sanlitun was our first project in Mainland China. 
Located in the heart of Beijing’s Chaoyang District, Taikoo 
Li Sanlitun played a crucial role in the transformation 
of Sanlitun into a centre of culture, retail, dining and 
hospitality. This year, the development was a key part of a 
pilot project launched in partnership with the government 
to develop the night economy in Sanlitun. 

INDIGO, Beijing

INDIGO is a retail-led and mixed-use development, which 
comprises a shopping mall, a Grade-A office tower and 
a hotel. The mixed-use development was the first in the 
world to receive LEED Final Platinum Certification. This 
year, INDIGO’s rooftop was the focus for a number of SD-
related activities and achievements.

Community Investment   Liveability Local Economy Connectivity

GRI  
102-2, 102-4, 102-6

Highlights of Our Developments Places Impact Report
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Places

Mainland China

Taikoo Hui, Guangzhou

Taikoo Hui is a lifestyle destination located in Guangzhou’s 
Tianhe District. The development’s shopping mall was 
the first enclosed mall in the world to earn LEED Platinum 
Certification in the Existing Buildings: Operations and 
Maintenance category. 

Sino-Ocean Taikoo Li Chengdu

Sino-Ocean Taikoo Li Chengdu is a 2.2 million sq ft retail-
led development in Chengdu’s Jinjiang District. Wrapped 
around the 14-century-old Buddhist Daci Temple, 
which is a heritage site and a focal point for the city, the 
development blends historical structures and modern 
buildings and serves as a leisure destination. Sino-Ocean 
Taikoo Li Chengdu was awarded LEED EBOM (Existing 
Buildings: Operations and Maintenance) v4.1 Platinum 
Certification status. This is the first time in the world that 
an open-plan lane-driven commercial complex has been 
certified LEED v4.1.

HKRI Taikoo Hui, Shanghai

Located on Nanjing West Road, one of Shanghai’s major 
shopping venues, with access to three Shanghai Metro 
lines, HKRI Taikoo Hui comprises two Grade-A office towers 
(with LEED Final Platinum Certification), a shopping 
mall (with LEED Final Gold Certification), and two hotels, 
namely The Middle House and The Sukhothai Shanghai. 
The development was designed to transform the area into 
a new business, shopping and entertainment hub.

Taikoo Li Qiantan, Shanghai

Located in the heart of Shanghai’s Pudong Qiantan 
International Business District, Taikoo Li Qiantan will 
offer a GFA of approximately 1.3 million sq ft. The open 
plan development is being built using a “naturalism” 
design concept, blending elements found in nature with 
contemporary architecture. Having already obtained 
WELL Core and Shell Platinum Precertification and LEED 
Gold Precertification, the first phase is expected to open  
in 2020.

Community Investment   Liveability Local Economy Connectivity

Artist Impression

GRI  
102-2, 102-4, 102-6

Highlights of Our Developments Places Impact Report
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Highlights of Our Developments 

Miami, U.S.A.

Brickell City Centre, Miami

Brickell City Centre is our landmark mixed-use development 
in Miami, U.S.A. Opened in 2016, it is our first development 
to obtain LEED Gold Certification for Neighbourhood 
Development. A highlight of the centre is its state-of-the-
art Climate Ribbon™, an elevated trellis that provides shade 
from the sun, creates air flow and collects rainwater, while 
also allowing natural light to penetrate and illuminate the 
shopping mall underneath it.

Hong Kong Mainland China Singapore

Places

Miami, U.S.A.

Brickell City Centre

Community Investment   Liveability Local Economy Connectivity

GRI  
102-2, 102-4, 102-6

Highlights of Our Developments Places Impact Report
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Singapore

EDEN, Singapore

EDEN is our first ultra-luxury residential development 
in Singapore. Designed by Thomas Heatherwick, this 
exclusive apartment building was inspired by Singapore’s 
vision of itself as a “city in a garden”. Natural ventilation is a 
key green component of the development. Its cantilevered 
balconies offer solar shading while windows open on three 
sides to allow natural cross-ventilation, which reduces the 
need for both air conditioning and energy usage. In 2018, 
the development's green features earned it a Green Mark 
Platinum rating from Singapore’s Building and Construction 
Authority. 

Hong Kong Mainland China Singapore

Highlights of Our Developments 

Places

Miami, U.S.A.

EDEN

Community Investment   Liveability Local Economy Connectivity

GRI  
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Highlights of Our Developments Places Impact Report
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Places Impact Report

In 2018, we began to explore how to define and measure “great places” by commissioning a pilot study 
of Taikoo Place to identify its impacts through key metrics and performance indicators. Based on the 
results, we began to develop a methodology for assessing, measuring and reporting on the impacts of 
our developments.

In early 2020, we released our first Places Impact Report, which sought to address the question “What 
makes a great place?” from four different dimensions, namely Vibrancy, Livelihood, Wellbeing and 
Resilience.

During the course of preparing the report, we obtained input from urban planners, designers, real estate 
experts, sustainability advisors, economists and other professionals. Examining both the tangible and 
intangible attributes of our developments, the Places Impact Report provides an innovative assessment 
of the impacts of our placemaking and placekeeping efforts on communities. The assessment results 
should help us further enhance our placemaking and placekeeping work going forward.

Places

Community Investment   Liveability Local Economy Connectivity
Highlights of Our Developments Places Impact Report

https://www.swireproperties.com/-/media/files/swireproperties/publications/2020-places-impact-report.ashx
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Community Investment GRI  
203, 413

HKEX 
Aspect B8
KPI B8.1, B8.2

As part of our SD 2030 Strategy, we are committed to investing in the development and the future 
success of the communities in which we operate. In 2019, we focused our efforts on a wide range of 
community events and local revitalisation initiatives, which, to the largest extent possible, were tailored 
to the local needs and interests of the people in each community. 

Supporting Culture and the Arts

Our commitments to showcasing arts and culture and supporting artists and performers at our 
developments continued to grow this year. We held regular community events and promoted initiatives 
at our developments, which were designed to create and foster vibrant local communities.

Arts Month

Our Arts Month returned in 2019, with events held across our developments in Hong Kong during 
March and April. Highlights included:

LUMENous GARDEN

An interactive artwork at Pacific Place with 
two kinetic sculptures that react to the 
movements of people nearby.

Urban Playgrounds

An exhibition at ArtisTree in Taikoo Place 
combining visual arts and photography, with 
pop-up performances in public areas that 
immersed the audience in an interactive and 
high-energy experience.

You Are My Other Me

A 700-pound recycled clothing sculpture 
displayed outside Three Pacific Place 
designed to raise awareness of textile waste.

Spectrum

An imaginative VIP lounge installation at Art 
Basel Hong Kong. 

Places

Highlights of Our Developments
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ArtisTree Selects: Theatre Bites

An 11-day programme featuring 20 
performances of five “bite-sized” British theatre 
productions combining comedy, musical and 
physical theatre. If Not Me, Who? is a piece of 
eco-theatre designed to motivate audiences 
to explore veganism, fast fashion and the 
environmental impacts of climate change. 

ArtisTree Selects: Moving Pieces

A series of over 20 performances by renowned 
dance companies from Norway, Wales, France 
and Hong Kong complemented by several 
interactive dance workshops held in August and 
September.

Places

ArtisTree

This dynamic multi-purpose space in Cambridge 
House, Taikoo Place is a destination for world-
class arts, exhibitions and performances which 
welcomes new art forms, fresh ideas and avant-
garde performances. 

Highlights of events held in 2019 included:

Beyond Fashion

A 37-day exhibition and series of immersive events which introduced new ways for audiences to 
explore fashion photography by bridging art, fashion and food.  

Highlights of Our Developments
Liveability Local Economy ConnectivityCommunity Investment   

Places Impact Report
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Continuing our partnership with the Beijing Music Festival

In 2019, we cooperated with the Beijing Music Festival for the tenth year to organise a range of 
musical performances for Beijing’s music lovers. Our aim was to bring innovative and inspiring 
experiences to Beijing so that more people could appreciate music and to also inject new vitality into 
the community.

Highlights included: 

• Taikoo Li Sanlitun North hosted the Asian premiere of EIGHT, Michel van der Aa’s virtual reality   
music experience, for 18 consecutive days.

• A series of concerts called English Tradition 
and Russian Retrospective by Vladimir 
Ashkenazy, Shenyang and the Mahler  
Chamber Orchestra.

•   INDIGO welcomed the BMF Children Festival     
Orchestra and the Beijing Philharmonic Choir  
in a performance of Offenbach’s classic opera,  
Les Contes d’Hoffmann.

Canton Culture Summer Camp

In 2019, Taikoo Hui in Guangzhou launched 
the Canton Culture Summer Camp project. 
Our Community Ambassadors partnered with 
professional journalists and Jinan University 
students to host various events and activities 
related to five aspects of Cantonese culture, 
namely, dress, cuisine, architecture, customs 
and recreation, and arts and crafts.

Designed to illustrate how we are actively involved in preserving and enhancing local arts and 
culture, we promoted the following:

•  designs inspired by Cantonese culture showcased by our tenants in the fashion industry; 

•  activities involving our F&B tenants and Cantonese cuisine; 

• an introduction by the General Manager of Taikoo Hui on the architectural features of the  
development which was inspired by Cantonese culture; and 

•  several Chinese New Year campaigns at Taikoo Hui featuring Cantonese arts and crafts. 

The Canton Culture Summer Camp was featured in a local mainstream newspaper, and five short 
videos were shared on our SD 2030 WeChat account.

Places

Highlights of Our Developments
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Places Impact Report
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Sanlitun Festival of Arts and Culture

The Sanlitun Festival of Arts and Culture, a 
tradition led by the Sanlitun Street Office, 
celebrated its 18th anniversary in 2019. Since 
Taikoo Li Sanlitun became an active contributor 
to this annual event, we have worked hard to 
help this festival present artistic and stylish 
public-focused activities. This year, in addition to 
providing the venue for this festival – The Red, Taikoo Li Sanlitun also welcomed an array of comedic 
and musical talent to help bring the theme of the festival – “Fashion and Culture at Sanlitun” – to life. 

The performances included: 

• An entertaining Peking Opera featuring local primary school students. 

• A fusion dance performance blending flamenco with traditional Chinese dance.

• A line-up of special talks on arts and culture presented by local and international experts.

Places

HOMETOWN HEROES

Our community-building initiatives aim to connect people and bring them together to enhance the 
places where they work, live and stay. 

HOMETOWN HEROES

The HOMETOWN HEROES initiative allows 
members of the community to demonstrate 
their love for their neighbourhood through 
collaborative creative experiences which 
celebrate the arts, culture and more.

A highlight of this year’s initiative was a six-
month I AM A DREAM MAKER mentorship 

programme held as part of the newly-launched Swire Properties Placemaking Academy, where 14 
students from various universities in Hong Kong planned our White Christmas Street Fair (which 
was cancelled in 2019 as a result of social unrest). The students were mentored by several members 
of our senior management, business leaders, academics, architects and NGOs to learn more about 
event management, including:

• design and planning;

• social value creation;

• stakeholder engagement; and

• event planning and implementation.

The HOMETOWN HEROES project also featured a community music video project and a cooking 
theme project, in which 70 university students participated.

Highlights of Our Developments
Liveability Local Economy ConnectivityCommunity Investment   

Places Impact Report
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Community Caring Fund

Our Community Caring Fund (“CCF”) provides sponsorship to less well-known Hong Kong-based 
community organisations nominated by our employees. The objective is to help these organisations 
plan and implement community-based initiatives and outreach projects.

CCF sponsorships since 2013

112 community-based initiatives and 
outreach projects supportedHK$12.7 million donated

CCF-sponsored programmes in 2018/2019

Art and Culture 16%

Education 38% 
Healthcare 11.5%

Social Inclusion 17%

Environment 6.5%
Poverty 11%

Total value of donations:  
HK$1.2 million

Community-based 
initiatives and outreach 
projects supported:  
15

Places

This year, the CCF supported 15 new projects, 
including:

• The Get Redressed Campaign, where we  
 collected clothing donations and hosted the  
 “Sort-a-thon” event at Taikoo Place in support  
 of Redress to help redistribute second-hand  
 clothing to people in need.

• A Rehabilitation Care Programme, run by  
 the HK Spinocerebellar Ataxia Association,  
 providing speech therapy services to people  
 with Spinocerebellar Ataxia.

• A puppet show produced as part of the Charles  
 K. Kao Foundation for Alzheimer’s Disease’s  
 Brain Health Education Programme, which  
 aimed to educate primary school students  
 about dementia symptoms and help them  
 empathise with elderly patients.

Highlights of Our Developments
Liveability Local Economy ConnectivityCommunity Investment   

Places Impact Report
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Local Revitalisation 
As part of our SD 2030 Strategy, we seek to revitalise communities by enhancing infrastructure that 
supports a better quality of life for those who live there, while preserving cultural heritage in the design, 
development and long-term management of our developments.

Cross-city Volunteering in Chengdu

One of our objectives is to serve the community 
and strengthen connections between our 
Hong Kong and Mainland China Community 
Ambassadors. In mid-June 2019, 48 Community 
Ambassadors participated in Habitat for 
Humanity’s “Global Village Building Project”  
in Chengdu.

The team first travelled to a remote village in Lezhi County near Chengdu for two days of hard but 
fulfilling work building homes for those in need. Moving construction materials, mixing cement and 
laying bricks, our team worked on two houses for two local families. 

The team also taught English at a local school 
and “art jammed” with young children at 
the Chengdu Community Centre. They 
engaged with 138 primary school students 
and helped build two houses. Our Chief 
Executive made a surprise visit to support the 
Community Ambassadors.

Places

Highlights of Our Developments
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zrlJLPAapmE&feature=youtu.be
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Places

Actively Participating in Poverty 
Alleviation Projects

Responding to the Chaoyang District  
government’s call for targeted poverty  
alleviation projects, we supported an effort by 
the Sanlitun Street Office to pursue poverty  
alleviation projects in Zhuozi County, Inner 
Mongolia. We also provided financial support to 
carry out targeted poverty alleviation activities in Sonid Right Banner, Inner Mongolia. The funds will 
be used to purchase Automated External Defibrillator (AED) for the Bo Ai School Clinic, which will 
work to improve health and hygiene at local kindergartens. 

We also sent some of our employees to Zhangjiakou City in Hebei Province to perform on-site  
inspections as part of another targeted poverty alleviation project. 

Separately, to support the Xingning Charity Association and the Guangzhou Tianhe Poverty  
Alleviation Office, we provided RMB120,000 to support educational initiatives in Xingning City and 
the repair of a deteriorating family home. 

Transforming Places through  
Roof Gardens

The roof gardens established at INDIGO, 
Beijing and Taikoo Hui, Guangzhou are leading 
examples of how traditionally underused rooftop 
spaces can be used to grow edible plants and 
crops and promote urban farming. This year, we 
welcomed groups of children and various NGOs 

who participated in green workshops, learning about ecology, waste management and sustainable 
development.

In 2019, INDIGO completed the transformation of its shopping mall rooftop into a 3,000 square-foot 
eco-farm, using organic farming methods to plant a variety of crops, including eggplants, bell peppers, 
chilli peppers and various herbs in this space. In late October 2019, these crops were harvested and 
used as ingredients in a lunch prepared by a restaurant in EAST, Beijing.

Highlights of Our Developments
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Places Impact Report
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Liveability
A common objective across all our portfolios is to enhance the lives of people by creating safe, high-
quality, sustainable places for them to live, work, and enjoy.

We believe that quality public space is critical to the health and wellbeing of all people living and working 
in or near our developments. As such, we strive to incorporate gardens, public plazas and green spaces 
into the design of our developments.

Tong Chong Street Market

The Tong Chong Street Market (“TCSM”), 
created in 2015 in partnership with a social 
enterprise, is a market held in Taikoo Place 
selling fresh, locally-produced foods, including 
organic fruits and vegetables grown by local 
farmers. In addition to supporting Hong 
Kong farmers, the TCSM aims to educate our 
employees, tenants and neighbours at Taikoo 
Place about the importance of food cycles and 
sustainable production.

Highlights included:

• The Great Farm Feast held at the Lincoln House link bridge in Taikoo Place where five chefs served  
 10 different courses which were made from local farm produce and sustainably-sourced  
 ingredients.  

• To encourage a zero-waste lifestyle, discount incentives were given to market-goers who brought  
 their own reusable utensils. 

• Healthy eating sharing sessions were conducted in the offices of Taikoo Place tenants, with fresh  
 local organic produce available for purchase.

• A lunchtime plant-based meat substitute pop-up food truck. 

• A coffee festival featuring eight local coffee experts and four award-winning roasters from  
 Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand. 

Places

Liveability
Highlights of Our Developments
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"LIVE WELL for More Happiness" 
Campaign, Cityplaza

Held in May 2019, Cityplaza’s “LIVE WELL for 
More Happiness” campaign featured several 
leisure, sports and dining workshops including: 

•  a “Fat Burn Run” led by professional runners; 

• healthy cooking lessons at a cooking studio  
inside the mall;

•  an aromatherapy yoga workshop; and

•  ice skating and curling lessons at Cityplaza’s Ice Palace skating rink.

ONE INDIGO Communal Space
We believe office workers need a comfortable 
community space where they can retreat to 
and relax. Seeking to help alleviate their stress, 
INDIGO innovatively transformed the lobby of 
the ONE INDIGO office building into an “oasis of 
calm” to help office workers relax and socialise.  
The space can also be used for meetings and 
other functions.

The space uses an eco-design concept incorporating natural light, plant-covered walls and garden 
furniture. The area is also a testing ground where retail tenants of INDIGO shopping mall can launch 
pilot marketing programmes.

Places
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Local Economy
We strive to ensure that our developments contribute to and stimulate the local economy in all places 
in which we operate. 

GRI  
203

Night Economy, Taikoo Li Sanlitun 

A new Beijing government initiative in 2019 
named Chaoyang District as a “nightlife city”. 
It is also the first district in Beijing to receive a 
District Consumer Stimulus Work Plan for 2019-
2021. The work plan encourages the business 
community to find new and innovative ways of 
building a night time economy. 

With Taikoo Li Sanlitun being a landmark commercial development in the Chaoyang District,  
we supported the work plan in a number of ways:

•  upgrading the development’s lighting and hardware in anticipation of more night time customers;

• optimising the lighting around the development, including constructing roof lighting facilities;

• hosting various government receptions to showcase our leadership in supporting the night  
 economy; and

• highlighting the development as a landmark shopping destination of global influence and an  
 international meeting ground which integrates a variety of cultural offerings.

Blueprint 

Blueprint is a flex-space amenity offering workspace, event spaces and a 
F&B outlet.

Blueprint’s workspaces include a co-working area with 90 desks in an open 
plan configuration and 15 private offices of various sizes. Ten thousand sq ft of event facilities sit 
across an entire dedicated floor which includes an auditorium, a show suite and configurable confer-
ence rooms, all equipped with audio-visual equipment, and a 1,000 sq ft outdoor terrace. 

Places

In 2019, we supported the government’s 
“Space Sharing Scheme for Youth” by making 
20 desks available to young entrepreneurs at 
a concessionary rate. In addition to offering 
physical space and amenities to support 
the young people’s ambitions, we also 
hope Blueprint can connect these young 
entrepreneurs to our diverse tenant base at 
Taikoo Place.

Highlights of Our Developments
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Connectivity
Connectivity is an important element of Creative Transformation. We believe that improving 
connections between people and places, both physically and digitally, is integral to the sustainability of 
our developments, local communities and the cities in which we operate.

Taikoo Place Walkways

With the opening of One Taikoo Place in 2018, 
tenants and visitors are now able to access 
certain parts of Taikoo Place through bright 
and air-conditioned elevated walkways. These 
walkways were designed by award-winning 
Paris-based design company Hugh Dutton 
Associés. Once Two Taikoo Place is built, nine 
office buildings in Taikoo Place will be accessible 
via these walkways.

Pedestrian Walkway Improvement 
Near Sino-Ocean Taikoo Li Chengdu

Completed in early 2019, this improvement 
project enhanced approximately 300 metres 
of street fence on the western lane of Shamao 
Street near Sino-Ocean Taikoo Li Chengdu. 
Fulfilling mandatory local government 
requirements, the street fences were designed 

to match the shopping mall’s visual appearance. In addition, a street crossing with traffic lights on 
Shamao Street was recently approved by the government. 

The project aimed to improve the walkability and connectivity in this part of Chengdu so that 
the area is more modern and human-centric. It is also now safer for people to cross the busy  
Shamao Street. 

Places
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